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A good robust functional should, if possible, be efficient at the model, smooth, 
and have a high breakdown point. M-estimators can be made efficient and Frechet 
differentiable by choosing appropriate $-functions but they have a breakdown 
point of at most l/(p + 1) in p dimensions. On the other hand, the local 
smoothness of known high breakdown functionals has not been investigated. It is 
known that Rousseeuw’s minimum volume ellipsoid estimator is not differentiable 
and that S-estimators based on smooth functions force a trade-off between 
efficiency and breakdown point. However, by using a two-step M-estimator based 
on the minimum volume ellipsoid we show that it is possible to obtain a highly 
efficient, Frechet differentiable estimator whilst still retaining the breakdown point. 
This result is extended to smooth S-estimators. 0 1992 Academic PESS, IX. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
It may be postulated that a good robust estimator should, amongst other 
things, be globally robust (high breakdown point), locally or qualitatively 
robust (Frechet differentiable), and efficient at the assumed model (see 
Hampel et al. [4]). We show how these properties may be realised to a 
large extent by using S-estimators to obtain the global robustness and then 
using k-step M-estimators (k = 1,2) to improve their local behaviour and 
efficiency. 
General S-estimators in the linear regression model were introduced by 
Rousseeuw and Yohai [13]. Rousseeuw [ 121 proposed a multivariate 
location and dispersion estimator based on the minimum volume ellipsoid, 
that ellipsoid with the smallest volume which contains [n/2] + 1 observa- 
tions, and showed that it has a limiting breakdown point of $, the highest 
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possible for afline equivariant estimators. The minimum volume ellipsoid 
estimator may be interpreted as an S-estimator and such estimators were 
investigated by Davies [2] and Lopuhaa [8]. The asymptotic behaviour of 
the minimum volume ellipsoid estimator was studied by Davies [3], where 
it was shown that it converges weakly at the rate on n-1/3 to a non-normal 
distribution and that it satisfies a local Lipschitz condition of order 4 at the 
assumed model. In particular this means that the minimum volume ellip- 
soid estimator is not differentiable and that it has an asymptotic efficiency 
of zero. We show that both these deficiences may be removed without 
sacrificing the breakdown point by using two-step M-estimators. The idea 
of using one- or more step M-estimators is not new; similar methods 
having been introduced by Neyman (see, for example, Kiefer [,7, p. 2191) 
in the context of maximum likelihood estimation. Their use in robust 
estimation is explicitly mentioned in Huber [S, p. 1403, Rousseeuw [ll], 
and Hampel et al. [4] and, in the context of linear regression, they have 
been investigated by Jureckova and Portnoy [6]. Another approach to 
improving estimators which also makes use of M-estimators has been given 
by Yohai [15] and Yohai and Zamar [16], also in the context of linear 
regression, and by LopuhaH [9] for multivariate location and dispersion 
parameters. In the above-mentioned papers k-step M-estimators have been 
used either to reduce computation or to increase efficiency or both. Huber 
[5, p. 1401 derives the influence function of the one-step M-estimator 
assuming that the initial estimator has an influence function. The main 
purpose of the present paper is to show that the analysis can be pushed 
further to give Frechet differentiable estimators with respect to a certain 
weak metric to be defined below. This implies that small changes in the 
underlying distribution will produce only changes of the same order in the 
estimate. In fact we shall use a modified k-step M-estimator which has the 
advantage that it involves no additional computational complexity above 
that required to obtain the initial estimate. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we shall consider a 
general k-step M-estimator based on some initial estimator and 
demonstrate Frechet differentiability. In Section 3 we define some affme 
invariant metrics with respect to which we shall prove the Frtchet differen- 
tiability. These metrics are based on Vapnik-Cervonenkis classes of sets 
and hence imply a rate of convergence of order n ~ I” of the empirical 
distributions to the theoretical distribution. A biproduct of Frechet dif- 
ferentiability is now a central limit theorem for the k-step M-estimators. In 
Section 4 we show that S-estimators with a sufficiently smooth defining 
function are Frechet differentiable. Finally, in Section 5 we apply two- and 
one-step M-estimators to Rousseeuw’s minimum volume estimator and 
smooth S-estimators, respectively. 
We shall employ the following notation. The set of symmetric strictly 
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positive definite p x p matrices will be denoted by PDS( p). Elements of 
PDS(p) will be denoted by ,?C and A. Upper triangular p x p matrices will 
be denoted by R and diagonal ones by A. Z, will denote the identity matrix 
and 1, the p x p-matrix all of whose elements are equal to 1. For any 
z E PDS( p) or any upper triangular matrix R we define vet by 
=(A)= (A,,, . . . . A,, A,,, . . . . Alp, Az3, . . . . A,, . . . . . A,-,,) 
for A=Z or R and the inverse function by vet-‘, i.e., vet-‘(vet(d))= A. 
Lebesgue measure in IWP will be denoted by mp. The euclidean norm of any 
element x of RF will be denoted by Ilxll. Transposition of vectors and 
matrices will be indicated by the superscript T. The set of probability 
measures on the Bore1 sets 9( Rp) of Rp will be denoted by W(Rp). 
For Q E W(Wp), 0, will denote the empirical measure defined by n 
independently and identically distributed random variables with common 
distribution Q. 
2. k-smp M-ESTIMATORS 
Let 8 be an open subset of W, (X, d) a separable metric space and 
v = ($1, aa.3 $k)T a function 
ly:Xx@+lFP 
with components t,ki: Xx 8 + R, 1 < i < q. For each x and i we assume that 
tii(x, a): 8 + 54 has continuous partial derivatives of order 2 and that for 
each compact set Kc W, 
max 
l<i,j,k<q 
IDj/c$ifx, 011) < a, 
where sup denotes the supremum over all (x, 0) in Xx 8 and Dj and Djk 
denote the partial derivatives of orders one and two, respectively. 
Let d be a metric on the space W(X) of all probability measures on the 
Bore&o-field a(X) of X. For P E W(X) and q > 0 we write 
Let q and P be fixed and suppose that TV : b&P, q) -+ 8 satisfies 
s vb, T,(Q)) Wx) =0
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for all Q E 6JiP, r). We assume that for Q in b,(lP, q) the matrices M(Q) 
defined by 
and are contained in a compact set of non+ngular matrices. Furthermore, 
we assume that T, is Frechet differentiable at P, i.e., 
T,(Q) - TV@‘9 = -M(P)-’ 1 v(x, T,(W) 4Q - P)(x) + o(d(P, Q)) 
for all a;S E b,(P, q). Conditions on IJ and d which ensure Frtchet differen- 
tiability are given by Clarke [ 11. 
Given an initial estimator TOs: bd(P, q) + 8 and a non-singular q x q- 
matrix fi( T&Q), P) we define the one-step M-estimator T1,: b,(P, q) --( 0 
by 
T,,(a;p)=T,,(~)-w(T,,(~),P)-iIw(x, T*,(Q))dQ(x). (2.1) 
for some y, O<y< 1. 
The reason for using A( T,,(Q), P) in (2.1) instead of the usual 
M( T,,s(Q), Q) is twofold. In the first place one can reduce the computa- 
tional complexity considerably, a fact which is often taken advantage of in 
maximum likelihood estimation. Second, the choice M( TO,(Q), 42) will not, 
in general, maintain the breakdown point of the initial estimator. By an 
appropriate choice of n(T,,,(Q), P) it turns out to be possible to attain 
both these goals. 
The first theorem is nothing more than the usual increase in the rate of 
convergence obtain using Newton-Raphson, but we shall require it in the 
form given here. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let VI, P, q, y, M, Ii%, T,,, T,,, and T, be as above. Then 
IIT,,( T,(Q)11 = O(IlTo,(Q)- Tv(Q)l12) 
and 
/IT,,(Q) - T,+,(P)(( = O(d(Q, Q)mi”(1*2y)). 
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Proof: A Taylor expansion gives 
= W(W, Q)+ II~o,(Q)- ~,@)II)wo,(Q)- rJQe)llN 
= Wll To,(Q) - ~,PQ)ll’) (2.2) 
which proves the first part of the theorem. The second part follows on 
using (2.2) and 
We can define a k-step M-estimator by 
If k is given then it follows from Theorem 2.1 that T,, : b,(ff, 7) + 0 is 
well-defined for sufficiently small q. 
COROLLARY. Zf 2ky > 1 then Tks: b,(P, q) + 0 is well defined for some 
q > 0 and is Fr&het differentiable at P, i.e., 
Tksta)= Tks(p)-M(P)-‘j-h% T,,(p))d(Q-p)(x)+o(d([Fp, Q)) 
for Q E b#‘, vl). 
3. AFFINE INVARIANT METRICS 
The statistical problems considered in this paper are invariant with 
respect to non-singular affrne transformations of the sample space. Because 
of this it would seem reasonable to restrict consideration to metrics on 
w(Rp) which are invariant with respect to such afGne transformations in 
the following sense. Let A: IWP + Rp be a non-singular atline transforma- 
tion, Q a probability measure on %Y([wp) and QPA the probability measure 
defined by QA(B)=Q(A-‘(B)) for all BEST. A metric d on 7F(lRp) 
will be called affme invariant with respect to ~4 if 
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for all Q, , Cl2 in @‘“(R “) and all non-singular afhne transformations A. One 
advantage of considering such metrics is that the breakdown point of an 
alline equivariant estimator will now be affine invariant. The metric d,, 
induced by total variation is a@.ne invariant whilst the Prohorov metric d, 
is not as its definition makes use of the Euclidean metric in RP. Further 
affine invariant metrics are the metrics d,, d, and d,-, defined as follows: 
Let 22 be the set of parallelopipeds Q of the form 
Q= {x: le’x-pil 6aj, 1 <i<p}, 
where el, . . . . 9, are vectors in Rp, pl, . . . . pp are points in [w’, and a,, . . . . clp 
are non-negative real numbers. The Prohorov metric may be interpreted as 
allowing for a absolute measurement error. We introduce a variation which 
replaces the absolute error by a proportional one. The resulting metric is 
alIine invariant. For Q in A! and for q > 0 we deline Q4 by 
Q” = {x: 10’~ - ,uil 6 ai exp(r,i), 1~ i 6 p}. 
The metric d, is now defined by 
d,(W,> WJ 
=inf{q>O: W,(Q)< W,(Q”)+u, W,(Q)< W,(Qtt)+rforall QE~?}. 
The metric d8 is defined in the same manner as d, except that d is now 
the family of ellipsoids of the form 
E= {x: (x-p)TZ-l(x-p)<a} 
for some ~1 E IWP, a > 0, and Z E PDS( p). Eq is given by 
E” = (x: (x - p)‘Z-‘(x - p) < a exp(q)} 
and d, is defined by 
=inf(q>O: W,(E)< Wz(D)+q, W,(E)< W,(Eq)+~forall EEL). 
Finally, d,-, is defined by 
d,-s(W,, WJ = sup I W,(Q) - W,(Q)I. 
QElt7 
It is easily checked that all three metrics are indeed alIine invariant. 
One popular model in the theory of robust statistics is the gross error 
model. Given a measure P in YY( Rp) the mixture P, = (l-6) P + ECJ with 
0 c E < 1 and CI in w(IwP) represents a 100 E% contamination of P. The 
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next theorem establishes a connection between E and the distance d(iP, P,) 
for each of the three metrics defined above. The simple proof is omitted. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let d be any of the metrics d,, d,, or d,,. Then 
sup d(P, p,) = E. 
Q E W(W) 
In order to prove the Frechet differentiability of M-estimators (Clarke 
[I]) bounds in the appropriate metric are required on the difference of 
integrals. As the metric d, is weaker than d,, stronger conditions must be 
placed on the integrand. For a function h: Rp + [w we denote the partial 
derivative of order q of h with respect to the variables xi,, . . . . xi, by D, _. j,h. 
We require the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let h: Rp --f Iw be such that all partial derivatives of order 
p exist and are continuous. If 
(a) lim h(x) =0 and 
II-4 - @z 
(b) s (Di...,hl dm,< a, 
then for any distribution function F: lRp -+ [0, l] we have 
Proof: From (a) and (b) we have 
and the result follows from an application of Fubini’s theorem. B 
THEOREM 3.3. (a) Let h: Rp + R have continuous partial derivatives of 
order p and be such that 
(i) h(x)=afor ljxll >r 
(ii) 1 ID I...ph(x+y)-Dl...ph(x)l dx<K,llyllfor all y in Rp. 
Then for all W,, W, in w(Iwp) 
Ilhdw,lhdW,lGKd,(W,, w,) 
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with 
where a depends only on p and r. 
(b) Let h: RF + LQ be bounded with continuous partial derivatives of 
order p and satisfy 
J lD,...,hl dm,<K,<co. 
Then for all WI, W, in ?Y(Rp) 
Proof (a) We may set a = 0 without loss of generality. With r as in (a) 
we let B,(O) = {x: llxll <r} and J, = {x: [xi/ <2r + 1, 1 <j<p}. For W 
in ?Y(lRP) we define 6’ by it(R)= W(BnJ,), Beg(iRP), and p(x)= 
lv((-a&x]), XElR *. If x is such that ,xi< -4r -2 for some j then 
F(x) = 0. This implies for all x in B, that F(x) = l?(Q(x)), where Q(x) = 
(y: -4r-2~ yj<xj, 1 <j<p). We therefore obtain 
Jhdw=JhdB=JFo,...,hdm,=J m(Q(x))D,...,h(x)dx. 
B, 
Let q be such that d,( WI, W,) < q < 1. We have 
@M(x), = W,(Q(x) n Jr) G W,((Q(x) n Jr)") + rl 
and as, for I/x\) <r, 
it follows that (Q(x) n J,)” c Q,(x) n J,, where 
Q,(x)= {y: -4r-2< y,<xj+3(2r+ l)ql <<i<p). 
This implies 
1 hdW - hdW < JD,...,h(x-y)-D,...,h(x)J dx 1 J 21-J 
i3K1(2r-t1)&+K,? 
.which proves the first part of the theorem. 
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(b) For any W, and W, in w([wp) we have 
h dW - h dW - (I l s z/-II 
(F, - I;,)D, ...ph dm, < K, sup, IF,(x) - I;,(x)1 . 
( 
If Jr(x)= (y: -r<yj-<xj, 1 <<~<JJ) it follows that 
IF,(x) - Fz(x)I = I;& WlV,(X)) - Wz(J,(x))l 
G = I W,V,(x) - f4’2Vrb))I G 4-J W,, Wb,P, rldz) r’m 
which proves the second part of the theorem. 1 
4. S-ESTIMATORS OF LOCATION AND DISPERSION 
S-estimators were introduced by Rousseeuw and Yohai [13] in the 
context of linear regression. Rousseeuw [12] introduced the minimum 
volume ellipsoid estimator which may be regarded as the first example of 
an S-estimator in the context of multivariate location and dispersion 
estimation. General S-estimators for multivariate location and disper- 
sion were considered by Davies [2] and may be defined as follows. Let 
JC: IR + + Iw + satisfy the following: 
K(O) = 1, IC is continuous at zero, IC is continuous on the left, 
JC is non-increasing, and there exists a z > 0 such that 1c( r) = 0 
for r > r2 and K(r) > 0 for r < 2’. 
For any Q we denote by Z(Q, E) all those (p, ,E’) for which we minimize 
(Cl subject to 
I K((X - p)Z-‘(x - p)) dQ(x) 2 1-c. (4.1) 
Rousseeuw’s minimum volume ellipsoid estimator is obtained by setting 
rc(~) = (0 <U < r’} which is seen to fulfill the conditions placed on u. 
In general, .Z(Q, E) will contain more than one element. If this is the 
case a uniquely defined choice may be made on the basis of some order 
such as the lexographic order. If (p(Q), Z(Q)) represents the unique choice 
for the measure Q we define the S-functional defined by the function K by 
T.&Q) = (p(Q)‘, WC(QP((‘)T. 
We now consider the behaviour of T,, at a measure P which has a 
density function of the form 
Ic,l-1’2f((X-~0)~01(X--~)), (4.2) 
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where f: R, -+ R, is non-increasing and is strictly decreasing at some 
point rd with the property that IC is not constant in any neighbourhood of 
rd. In this case it follows from Theorem 1 of Davies [2] that LZ(P, E) = 
{(pO, C,)} and hence T,,(p)= (&, vec(C,)‘)? As Ts, transforms in an 
affine equivariant manner at all affine transformations of P we may, 
without loss of generality, set plo =0 and C, = Z, so that T,,(P) = 
(0, vec(l,)T)T. The existence of solutions to the defining minimization 
problem for probability measures in the neighbourhood of P is covered by 
the following theorem. We write b,(P, q) for the ball (Q: d,(P, Q) < q}. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose ‘lo < min(e, 1 -E). Then there exists a compact 
set K= K(q,) of Rp x PDS(p) such that 
for all Q in b,(P, q,,). Furthermore, Z’(Q, E) is compact. 
ProoJ: For the special case of the minimum volume ellipsoid estimator 
this theorem was proved in Davies [3]. The proof for a general function 
rc satisfying the conditions given above is exactly the same once the 
inequality has been established, 
where d = d,(Q, , Q2). The inequality may be proved by noting that 
K(O) = 1 and rc(~) = -j { u < u < co } dK(u), which together with the 
definition of d, imply 
6 I (Q,(E(p, C, veal) + a) 4 -x(u)) 
= K((x-p)C-‘(x-p)e-“)dQ,(x)+cr, I 
where E(p, L, U) denotes the ellipsoid (x: (x - p) C-‘(x - p) c u}. 1 
We define the breakdown point &*(TsK, p) of T,, at [FD by 
&*(TsKy PI = inf{rl> 0: su~(llAQM + &dO)-’ + L,(Q)), 
(P(Q), z(O)) E Y(Q, ~1, Q E b,P, d), 
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where n,,(a) and n,,,(Q) denote the smallest and largest eigenvalues of 
Z(Q), respectively. We have 
THEOREM 4.2. .a*( TSK, P) = min(s, 1 -E). 
Proof The proof is the same as that given in Davies [3] for the case 
of the minimum volume ellipsoid estimator. 1 
We now consider a smooth K-function and assume that K has 
a continuous second derivative. Then, as shown by Lopuhaa [S], 
cp( T,,(O), Cl) = 0, where 
d-4 vec(.V, Q) = 1 cp(x, P, vet(c)) dQe(x) 
with q = (cp’, cp’) and the functions cpl and cp* as 
cp'(x,p,vec(z))=(x-p)K(ly(X-p)Tz-l(X-p)) 
and 
This shows that T,, may be regarded as an M-estimator. Suppose now that 
K has a continuous second derivative and that 
I (p”‘(r) + 2ric’*‘(r))f(r)rp’*-’ dr#O (4.3) 
and 
s ((p + 2) x(‘)(r) + 2rfc’*‘(r))f(r)rp’* dr#O (4.4) 
hold, where K(') and K(*) denote the first and second derivatives of 
K, respectively. Let Dcp(z, P) denote the derivative of cp( ., P): 
IwP(P+ 3)‘2 + IwPcp+ 3)‘2. Lopuhaa [9] gives an explicit expression for 
Dcp( T,,( P’), P) and shows that it is non-singular if (4.3) and (4.4) hold. 
If, in addition, K is assumed to have a continuous derivative of order 
p + 2 then it follows from Theorems 3.3 and 4.1 that the Assumptions 
A,-& of Clarke [l] are fultiled if the neighbourhoods considered by 
Clarke are generated by the d,,, 
d,,tQ19 Q2) = max(d8(Q12 Q2), d,t,, Q,)). 
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This leads to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that K and f satisfy the conditions abovez, that K 
has continuous derivatives of order p+ 2, and that (4.3) and (4.4) are 
satisfied. Then there exists an nI > 0 such that for all Q E b,,( P, nl), 
P’(Q, E) contains exactly one element. Furthermore, Ts, is Frechet dtfferen- 
tiable with respect to the metric d,, at each point Q of b,,(P, n,). 
The above theorems show that the S-estimator Ts, has all of the proper- 
ties mentioned in the Introduction apart from that of high efficiency. 
Lophual [S] noted that the efficiency of S-estimators depends on the value 
of E in their definition and that there is a trade-off between efficiency and 
breakdown point. We propose to increase the efficiency by using a one-step 
M-estimator using the S-estimator Ts, as the initial estimator. This will be 
done in Section 5. 
The minimum volume ellipsoid estimator T,,, is not covered by 
Theorem 4.3. In particular, given any q > 0, there exists a Q E bb( P, n) such 
that Y(Q, E) contains more than one element and consequently TM&Q) 
must in general be defined using some form of choice function. However, 
-WP, &I= { (0, z,,> (D avies [2]) and it was shown in Davies [3] that 
IITwdQ) - T,,,(P)11 = O(d,P, Q)1’2) (4.5) 
for all Q E b,(P, r~) for each q -C min(e, 1 -a) and for any choice of 
TwdQ ). 
5. ONE- AND TWO-STEP M-ESTIMATORS 
We apply the results obtained so far to obtain location and dispersion 
functionals with the desired properties. The results in this section are 
contained to some extent Uhrmann [14]. We shall employ a different 
parameterization for the dispersion part of the functionals. Instead of 
representing this by a matrix ZE PDS(p) we shall represent it by an upper 
triangular matrix R with the understanding that Z = (RrR))‘. The results 
of Section 4 remain valid with R in place of C. The M-estimators will be 
based on a function +: R! -+ R which is odd, $(u) = -J/( -u), has compact 
support [ -a, a] with e(u) > 0 for 0 < u < a and has continuous derivatives 
of order p. For p E RP, any lower triangular matrix R and any probability 
measure Cl on %?(RP) we define VI: RP(P+ 3)‘2 x w(Iwp) + RpCp+ 3u2, 
\y = (yd, w’), where 
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and 
$‘(P, v=(R), Qa) = vet R(x-~l)(x-~)~R~~(IlR(~-~)ll*) d&P(x)- colp 
with 
with f as in (4.2). These conditions imply ~(0, vec(l,), P) = 0. For any Q 
we define T,(Q) = (PO’, vec(R*)T)T, where 
w(p*, vec(R*), Q) = 0 (5.1) 
using, if necessary, some choice function if ~(ji, vet(R), Q) = 0 has several 
solutions. In particular we define T,(P) = (0, vec(l,)‘)? The derivative of 
v( ., p): [wP(P+~)/~ + Rp(p+3J’2 at the point z will be denoted by Dw(z, P). 
We have, by direction calculation, 
QcvP), PI= , 
where h~=crI~, ~l=czIp+c31p, and A2=c31p(p--1j,2. The constants 
cl, c2, and c3 are 
and 
27@= 0: 
c3 = I P(P+2)mG) 0 
rp12+l $“‘(r)f(r) dr. 
We assume that cl(p) # 0, c2(p) + pc3(p) # 0 and C&I) # 0. Under these 
conditions D$( T,(P), P) is non-singular and it follows from the assumed 
smoothness of $ and from Theorem 3.4(a) that the conditions of 
Theorem 5.1 of Clarke Cl] are satisfied. Thus TV is Frechet differentiable 
at P with respect to the metric dJ and hence also with respect to d89. 
Given now an initial estimator T,,(Q) = (& vec(Ro,)T)T we define the 
one-step M-estimator Tr,(Q) = (CL:, vec(R,,)T)T by 
~‘ls=iuos-c;‘Rosl~l(~os, vec(Ros), Q) (5.2) 
683/40/2-l 1 
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and 
R,, = R*h%s, Q)R,, (5.3) 
where R*(R,, Cl!) is an upper triangular matrix defined as follows. On 
writing w* = (vJT, w”‘)‘, where w3 E IWP and \y4 E RP(P-‘)/2, we set 
R*(&, ‘Q>i~=exP( - ((C41, + ~5 1,) w~(Po~, WR,), Q))ih 
l<ibp, (5.4) 
and 
WR*OL W,,, = -c~w~(P~~, vec(R,), Qh, 1 GiGpip+ 1)/2, (5.5) 
where c4 = c;‘, cs = c4 + c3cq/(c2 + PC,), and c6 = c; *. 
It is clear that R*(Ro,, Q) is approximately equal to 
and, indeed, this would be the natural choice. The reason for the somewhat 
more complicated expression is to prevent a breakdown of the dispersion 
part caused by the diagonal elements of R,, becoming zero. If (5.4) is used 
then the diagonal elements of R*(R,, Cl) can only become zero if 
Ij~2(~0S, vec(R,), O)]] becomes inlinite and, consequently, R,, will only 
breakdown if Ros does so. It is clear that (5.2) and (5.3) can be written in 
the form of (2.1) for an appropriate A?. 
If, in particular, we set 
it follows from Theorems 3.4 and 4.3 that the conditions of Theorem 1.1 
hold with y = $. This implies T,, is Frechet differentiable at P. For an 
empirical measure @‘, we obtain 
T,A@,J = T,+,(P) - M(p)-‘W, vet(R), @‘,I f 4&@‘)n, PI) 
= T,(P) - M(P)-’ \v(P, vet(R) 6D,) + up 
and, hence, 
where 2, is a p x p and Z2 a $p(p+ 1) x $p(p+ 1) matrix. The exact 
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forms of Z, and Cz are those for the full M-estimator T@($,). Because of 
lI&&‘n) - Tw~P)ll = OpW”3) (D avies [3]) we actually have the 
same result for T,,(@‘,) but it is not clear whether T,, is Frechet differen- 
tiable at P. 
One could defined T,, by 
but this has two disadvantages. First, Dv(T,,,(Q, Q)) will not have the 
same simple structure as Dr+(T,,,(Q), P)). Thus in general one would have 
to invert a ip( p + 3) x ip( p + 3) matrix, whereas inverting O+( r&Q), P) 
involves no numerical inversions. Second, T,, as mentioned above, it is not 
clear that T,, defined in this manner will have a high breakdown point. 
Putting all this together we have 
THEOREM 5.1. Let TzS be defined as above with T,, = TMVE. Then, with 
respect to the metric d8S 
(i) TzS is Fr‘rCchet differentiable at P with the same derivative as T,, 
(ii) &CT,,(@‘,) - (P’, vec(WTJT *Jlr(O, C), where C is as for the 
full M-estimator TV, 
(iii) E*( TzS, IP) = min(s, 1 -6) 
(iv) T,, has a finite sample breakdown point of ([ns] + 1)/n for 
O<&<$ 
The estimate T,, has nevertheless one undesirable property. Suppose that 
the true distribution of the random variable (Xi); is IFD’ and not P. Then for 
any q > 0 there exist absolutely continuous P’ E b,( P, q) such that 5?( P’, E) 
has more than one element. In Davies [3] it was shown that for such a 
distribution P’ the minimum volume ellipsoid for the empirical measure 5’; 
is almost surely unique. Nevertheless it is clear that we cannot expect any 
weak convergence result for ,/%( T MVE(PL) - TM&P’)). In order to obtain 
such a result we must consider S-estimators with a smooth defining 
functions K. 
The efficiency of T,, with K = K’ derived from Tukey’s biweight function 
K’(r) = (1 - r/22)3(O < r < ~‘1 
has been calculated by Lopuhati [S]. It follows from his results that the 
efficiency of both the location and dispersion parameters for a fixed 
breakdown point increase with the dimension p. Thus if p= 4 and 
r = 4.098 then the breakdown point is 0.5 and the efficiencies of the loca- 
tion and the dispersion parameters are 0.946 and 0.720, respectively. 
Although the influence function exists for this rc’ it is not clear that Ts,, is 
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Frichet differentiable as the biweight function is not sufficiently smooth to 
apply Theorem 4.3. This can be rectified by replacing the power of 3 by 
p+2 but this may have negative consequences such as a decrease in 
efficiency. 
For p = 1, 2, 3 it may nevertheless be desired to increase efficiency 
without losing the global robustness and this is again possible using, this 
time, a one-step M-estimator. We consider the one-step M-estimator 
defined by (5.2) and (5.3) with T,, = T,,,. It is seen that T,, has the same 
breakdown point and finite sample breakdown point as T,,,. Furthermore, 
T,, is also Frechet differentiable at each point of b,,(P, 6) with 6 as in 
Theorem 4.3. At the assumed PT,, also has the same Frechet derivative as 
the full M-estimator T, based on the function I,G above. We have therefore 
proved 
THEOREM 5.2. Let K be p + 2 times continuously differentiable, T,, as 
described above, and 6 as in Theorem 4.3. Then 
(i) T,, is FrPchet differentiable at each point Q in b,,(P, 6), 
(ii) ,/;;(Td%) - TdQ)) s N(0, Z,) for each Q in b,,(P, 6), 
(iii) &(T,,@‘,) - TdpD) + ,N(O, C,), where C, is as for the full 
M-estimator T,, 
(iv) &*(T1,) = min(s, 1 -E), 
(v) T,, has the same finite sample breakdown point as T,,. 
For the finite sample breakdown point of Ts, we refer to Lopuhal and 
Rousseeuw [lo]. Although T,, for a smooth K has certain advantages over 
TMVE it is also has disadvantages. From Theorem 4.3 it follows that with 
probability one Ts,(oe,) is almost surely uniquely defined for sufficiently 
large n for any Q in b,,(P, 6). It would seem reasonable that, just as for 
TM&an), T,,(a,,) should also be well defined almost surely for all n with 
n( 1 -E) 2 p + 1 and Q with a density function. We have not been able to 
prove this. The second point concerns the computability of Ts,. If p = 1 
then this presents no real problem but if p 2 2 it is not clear how to do this. 
For any degree of accuracy the problem of computing T,,, is of polyno- 
mial complexity in n (Davies [3]) but no corresponding result for T,, 
exists. The problem of computability would seem to be a real one. All 
programmes for calculating robust location and dispersion parameters 
using S-estimators would seem to be based on the TMVE estimator and 
some method of increasing its efficiency. Finally, as a referee pointed out, 
the problem of bias has not been touched upon. It is possible that high 
breakdown and smoothness can only be bought at the cost of increasing 
the bias when the standard model does not hold. 
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